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SUMMARY 

The Jajay Project, which is made up of the Lorraine, Steelhead, 

Dorothy and Boot Steele properties and the PAL claims, is in the 

Omineca Mining Division of British Columbia. The property is 

underlain by intrusive rocks of the Duckling Creek Syenite Complex, 

an alkaline phase of the Hogem Batholith. Two substantial zones of 

copper-gold mineralization with some silver, the Main Zone (Upper 

and Lower deposits) and the Bishop Zone, have been discovered to 

date on the Lorraine property. The Main Zone deposits were 

estimated earlier to contain a geological resource of 10 million 

tonnes averaging 0.67% Cu and between 0.10 and 0.34 g/t Au. The 

Bishop Zone is still at the early drilling stage: tonnage and grade are 

not yet defined, but, in general, the grade is similar to that of the 

Main Zone. Both these zones have portions that are higher than their 

average grades. Less is known about the Steelhead, Dorothy and Boot 

Steele properties, but each contains known copper mineralization, 

especially the Dorothy. 

In early 1996, an annular magnetic structure, the Jajay Ring, 

was recognized. Most of the known copper mineralization in the area 

lies along the perimeter of this structure. Based on the potential of 

the Jajay Ring, Lysander assembled a land package by acquiring two 

existing properties additional to the Lorraine and Boot-Steele 

properties and by staking claims. 

In 1997, a program of eight diamond drill holes totaling 

1146.34 m was drilled on the Jajay property to continue to test and 

extend known copper mineralization. Three holes were drilled on the 

Bishop zone, four holes on the Dorothy property and one hole on the 
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Bobinette claim. In addition, a geochemical program consisting of 

190 seepage sediment and 307 talus fines was carried out. 

Examination of mineral showings was done concurrently with the 

drilling and geochemical programs. The programs were made 

possible by the use of helicopters because of the absence of ground 

access to most of the property. 

The diamond drilling program of 1146.34 m cost $229,755, 

including direct drilling costs of $80,550 and helicopter costs of 

$63,200. The geochemical program cost a total of $70,342. This 

included helicopter costs of $20.350. 



INTRODUCTION 

In 1994, Lysander Gold Corporation optioned the Lorraine 

copper-gold property from Kennecott Canada Ltd. The Lorraine 

property had been owned by Kennecott and by a predecessor company 

for many years, but apparently the deposit was not large enough to 

meet that very large company’s corporate objectives. Data 

describing the property were examined by Lysander, and there 

appeared to be the potential both for smaller, higher grade portions 

within the known mineralized areas and for additional deposits 

between the Main Zone and the Bishop Zone as well as elsewhere on 

the property. A small diamond drilling program was done in 1994 to 

begin to test these possibilities, and additional, larger drilling 

programs were done in 1995 and 1996 to continue the investigation. 

In 1968, while doing regional geological mapping in the area, 

Dr. Jahat Koo had recognized that migmatitic rocks in the area are 

fenites, which are quartzo-feldspathic rocks that have been altered 

by alkali metasomatism at the contact of a carbonatite intrusive 

complex. He postulated that, in this case, the fenitisation was 

caused by a buried alkalic complex. In early 1996, Dr. C. Jay Hodgson 

pointed out an annular magnetic anomaly about IO km in diameter 

with its western edge lying just west of the Lorraine property 

(Figures 2 and 3). This anomaly, now termed the Jajay Ring, is 

thought to have as its source Dr. Koo’s postulated buried alkalic 

complex. Most of the known copper mineralization in the area lies 

around the perimeter of the anomaly. Based on the potential of the 

Jajay ring, Lysander assembled a land package by acquiring existing 
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properties additional to the Lorraine and Boot-Steele properties and 

by staking the PAL claims. 

The 1997 program consisted of two parts, A diamond drilling 

program was carried out to continue to test the known copper zones 

on the Lorraine and Dorothy properties and on the Bobinette claim 

(Figure 3), and the geochemical program started in 1986 was 

continued with the object of exploring for additional mineralization 

near the perimeter of the Jajay Ring. 

In 1997, the geochemical sampling crew and the drill crew 

were accomodated at a farm 10 km west of Germansen Landing along 

the Omineca Mining Road. 

Transportation of the drill and other heavy equipment was by 

truck to a gravel pit 40.8 km west of Germansen Landing and then by 

helicopter to the Jajay property. Logging and splitting of the core 

was done at the Lorraine camp, and the core is stored there (Figure 

3). 
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m AND ACCESS 

The Jajay Project area is 250 km NW of Prince George (Figure 

1). It is in the Omineca Mining Division, British Columbia, at 

latitude 5.Y55 N, longitude 12!i020’W on NTS Map 93N114 and 94C13 

(Figure 2). The access road to the Lorraine camp begins 40.8 km 

west of Germansen Landing along the Omineca Mining Road (Figure 2). 

The access road is a four-wheel drive dirt road 32.1 km long, and at 

present takes two to three hours to drive, depending on conditions 

and the vehicle. 

The project area is in the Omineca Mountains, and has 

moderate to steep relief with elevations ranging from 1050 m in the 

valleys up to peaks of 2000 m. The valleys are U-shaped, and are 

blanketed by glacial till. There are talus-covered slopes and sharp 

ridges above the valleys. Coniferous forests occur up to the 1600 m 

elevation with alpine shrubs and grasses at higher elevations. 
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CLAIMS 

The Jajay Project consists of four optioned properties and the 
PAL claims. There is a total of 107 claims made up of 1040 units 
(Figures 3 and 4). 

Lorraine ProDertv 

Name Tenure No. 
Lorraine No. 1 243499 
Lorraine No. 2 243500 
Lorraine No. 3 243501 
Lorraine No. 4 243502 
Lorraine No. 5 243503 
Lorraine No. 6 243504 
Lorraine No. 7 243505 
Lorraine No. 8 243506 
Lorraine No. 9 243507 
Lorraine No 10 243508 
Lorraine No 11 243509 
Lorraine No 12 243510 
Lorraine #l FR 245449 
Lorraine #2 FR 245450 
Lorraine #3 FR 245451 
Lorrex No 1 243646 
Lorrex No 2 243647 
GK #1 245043 
GK #2 245044 
GK #3 245045 
GK #4 245046 
GK #5 245047 
GK #6 245048 
GK #7 245049 
GK #8 245050 
GK #9 245051 
GK #lO 245052 
GK #ll 245053 
GK #18 245054 
GK #19 245055 
GK #20 245056 
GK #21 245057 
GK #109 FR 245452 

Units Record Date Expirv Date* 
1 Sept 17, 1947 Sept 17, 2006 
1 Sept 17, 1947 Sept 17, 2006 
1 Sept 17, 1947 Sept 17, 2006 
1 Sept 17, 1947 Sept 17, 2006 
1 Sept 17, 1947 Sept 17, 2006 
1 Sept 17, 1947 Sept 17, 2006 
1 Sept 17, 1947 Sept 17, 2006 
1 Sept 17, 1947 Sept 17, 2006 
1 June 22, 1948 June 22, 2006 
1 June 22, 1948 June 22, 2006 
1 June 22, 1948 June 22, 2006 
1 June 22, 1948 June 22, 2006 
1 May 31, 1972 May 31, 2006 
1 May 31, 1972 May 31, 2006 
1 May 31, 1972 May 31, 2006 
1 Sept 4, 1961 Sept 4, 2006 
1 Sept 4, 1961 Sept 4, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 July 3, 1970 July 3, 2006 
1 May 31, 1972 May 31, 2006 
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Tenure No. 

GK #I10 FR 245530 
GK #ill FR 245453 
GK #112 FR 245531 

Boot-Steele ProDertv 

Name Tenure No. Units 

Steele 1 240496 20 
Steele 2 240497 20 
Steele 3 240498 20 
Steele 4 240499 20 
Boot 6 242900 15 
Boot 10 303913 20 

Steelhead Pronertv 

Name Tenure No. 

Steelhead 1 334766 
Steelhead 2 334767 
SH 8 334773 
SH 9 334774 
SH 10 334775 

Dorothv ProDertv 

Tenure No. 

Dorothy 1 241431 12 
Dorothy 2 241432 12 
Dorothy 3 241432 12 
Dorothy 4 241434 12 
Dorothy 5 241961 12 
Dorothy 6 241962 15 
Dorothy 7 241963 18 
Dorothy No. 1 243511 1 
Dorothy No. 3 243512 1 
Elizabeth No. 1 243513 1 

Units 

Record Date Exoirv Date* 

July 25, 1972 July 25, 2006 
May 31, 1972 May 31. 2006 
July 25, 1972 July 25, 2006 

Record Date Exoirv Date’ 

Apr 29/89 Apr 29/03 
Apr 29189 Apr 29103 
Apr 29/89 Apr 29103 
Apr 29/89 Apr 29/03 
Apr 29/89 Ott 30/01 
Sept 5191 Sept 5102 

Comolet.Date ExDirv Date* 

Apr 6/96 Apr 6101 
II Apr 6/01 
II Apr 6101 
II Apr 6/01 
II Apr 6/01 

Record Date Exairv Date’ 

Nov 20/89 
Nov 20/89 
Nov 20/89 
Nov 20/89 
May 14189 
May 14189 
May 14189 
Jul 16148 
Jut 16148 
Aug 27148 

Nov 20/02 
Nov 20/02 
Nov 20102 
Nov 20/02 
May 14102 
May 14102 
May 14102 
Jul 16102 
Jul 16/02 
Jul 16102 



PAL Claims 

Name 

PAL 1 346810 6 
PAL 2 346811 20 
PAL 3 346812 20 
PAL 4 346813 20 
PAL 6 346815 20 
PAL 7 346816 20 
PAL 8 346817 15 
PAL 9 346818 20 
PAL 10 346819 20 
PAL 12 346820 15 
PAL 13 346821 20 
PAL 14 346822 15 
PAL 15 346823 20 
PAL 16 346824 20 
PAL 17 346825 20 
PAL 18 346826 20 
PAL 19 346827 20 
PAL 20 346828 8 
PAL 21 346829 20 
PAL 22 346830 8 
PAL 23 346831 20 
PAL 24 346832 20 
PAL 25 346833 20 
PAL 26 346834 20 
PAL 27 346835 20 
PAL 28 346836 12 
PAL 29 346837 12 
PAL 30 346838 20 
PAL 31 346839 20 
PAL 32 349774 20 
PAL 33 349775 12 
PAL 34 349776 8 
PAL 35 349777 10 
PAL 36 349778 20 
PAL 37 349779 20 
PAL 38 349780 20 
PAL 39 349781 20 

Tenure No. Units Record Date ExDirv Date’ 

May 31101 
May 30/01 
June 1101 
June 11101 
June 11101 
June 11101 
June 9/00 
June 9/00 
June 9/00 
June 10100 
June 12/00 
June 12/00 
June 6/01 
June 7101 
June 7iO1 
June 6/01 
June 5/01 
June 2101 
May 31101 
June 7101 
June 7100 
June 6/00 
June 4/00 
June 4/99 
June 2/00 
June 1199 
June 1199 
June 2/00 
June 3/00 
Aug 1 l/O1 
Aug 16/00 
Aug 26102 
Aug 14100 
Aug 17100 
Aug 17100 
Aug 17100 
Aug 17/00 
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Name 

PAL 40 349782 ~1 5 
PAL 41 349783 15 
PAL 42 349784 12 
PAL 43 349785 20 
PAL 44 349786 20 
PAL 47 350425 15 
PAL 48 350016 12 
Bobino #l 346808 10 
Bobinette 346809 10 
Marcha 352234 1 
Fiona 352235 1 
lsabelle 352236 1 
Suzanne 352237 1 

Tenure No. Units Record Date 

1996 

I  

I  

Expirv Date* 

Aug 16/00 
Aug 20100 
Aug 18/00 
Aug 21/00 
Aug 20100 
Aug 24101 
Aug 23100 
June 7/01 
June 8100 
Ott 9/00 
Ott 9/00 
Ott 9100 
Ott 9/00 

‘Expiry date when the credits applied for, supported by this 

report, have been approved. 

All claims are owned by Lysander Gold Corporation. 

The Lorraine and Dorothy properties are subject to agreements with 

Kennecott Canada Inc.; the Boot-Steele property is subject to an 

agreement with Richard Haslinger and Larry Hewitt and the 

Steelhead property is subject to an agreement with Alvin Jackson. 

The remainder of the claims were staked by Lysander. and are 

unencumbered. 
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HISTORY 

Malachite-stained bluffs on Lorraine Mountain were brought to 

the attention of prospectors by local Indians during World War 1, but 

the showings were not staked until 1931. Consolidated Mining and 

Smelting Company Limited acquired the Lorraine property in 1943, 

took some surface samples and allowed the claims to lapse in 1947 

(Wilkinson et al, 1976). Later in 1947, a predecessor company to 

Kennecott Canada Inc. staked the Lorraine showings. In 1948 and 

1949, the showings were mapped and sampled, and five widely- 

spaced, AX diamond drill holes were drilled to test the Upper Main 

Zone. In 1961, Kennco enlarged the property, conducted geochemical 

and geophysical surveys and drilled two holes totalling 118 m. In 

1970, Granby Mining Corporation optioned the property from Kennco, 

and, from 1970 to 1973, further enlarged the property and did 

geological mapping, soil and rock sampling, trenching and a total of 

3992 m of diamond drilling and 2470 m of percussion drilling. The 

Lower Main Zone was discovered by this work. The property lay 

dormant from 1975 to 1990. Kennecott then began a program to 

assess the tenor of gold associated with the known copper 

mineralization and to explore the property for additional copper and 

gold mineralization. The work consisted of geological, geophysical 

and geochemical surveys and 12 diamond drill holes totalling 2392 

m. The Bishop Zone was discovered by this program. 

In 1994, Lysander Gold Corporation optioned the property, and 

investigated the higher grade portions of the known mineralization 
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in the Upper Main and Bishop zones with a IO-hole diamond drilling 

program totalling 1,221.3 m. 

Subsequent to the 1994 drilling, five adjacent Boot-Steele 

claims of 20 units each were optioned in order to protect both the 

southeastern extension of the Bishop Zone and other prospects near 

the presently known Lorraine deposits. The Boot 6 claim was added 

later to the Boot-Steele option agreement. 

The Lorraine property was described in CIM Special Volume 15 

(1976): Porphyry Deposits of the Canadian Cordillera. That 

description was updated in CIM Special Volume 46 (1995): Porphyry 

Deposits of the Northwestern Cordillera of North America. 

The recognition of the importance of the Jajay Ring structure 

led to Lysander’s optioning the Dorothy and Steelhead properties and 

staking the PAL claims in 1996 to protect the area of the Jajay Ring. 

In 1996, 10 diamond drill holes were drilled on the Lorraine 

property to continue to test and extend the known areas of 

mineralization. In addition, a geochemical program of sampling 

seepage sediments, talus fines, soils and rocks was carried out over 

the western third of the Jajay Ring. 
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GEOLOGY 

The area of the Jajay Project lies entirely within the Hogem 

Batholith, a Late Triassic to Middle Jurassic, multiphase intrusion 

of talc-alkaline to alkaline composition, which was intruded later 

by Early Cretaceous granitic bodies. The batholith intrudes the 

Takla Group to the east, and is bounded by the northerly-trending 

Pinchi Fault to the west. The Takla Group is composed mostly of 

fragmental rocks with lesser amounts of flow rocks. The group 

forms the northern part of the Quesnel Trough, and is similar and 

probably equivalent to the Nicola Group of southern British Columbia. 

Several gold and alkalic copper-gold porphyry deposits are hosted in 

the rocks of the Quesnel Trough (Figure 1). 
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MINERALIZATION 

In the Jajay Project area, the greatest concentrations of 

mineralization discovered to date are on the Lorraine property, and 

occur in syenitic rocks and, locally, in biotite pyroxenite in the Main 

and Bishop zones (Bishop, 1994). Additional mineralization occurs 

in the Eckland. Weber and North Cirque zones and on the Boot Steele, 

Dorothy and Steelhead properties (Figure 3). Copper sulphides that 

occur on the Lorraine property include chalcopyrite, bornite and rare 

covellite. Pyrite occurs in amounts of less than I%, and is 

erratically distributed throughout the property. Malachite, azurite 

and chrysocolla occur in oxidized portions of the copper-bearing 

zones. Sulphides are fine- to medium-grained, and are disseminated 

throughout the host rocks, or are concentrated along fractures and in 

narrow quartz veinlets. Total sulphide abundance ranges from trace 

amounts to greater than 7%. 

A potential resource, calculated in 1975 for the two Main Zone 

deposits, was reported as 4.5 million tonnes of 0.75% Cu and 0.34 

g/t Au in the Upper Deposit and 5.5 million tonnes of 0.60% Cu and 

0.10 g/t Au in the Lower Deposit, based on a cutoff grade of 0.4% Cu 

(Wilkinson et al, 1976). Gold grades were estimated based on a 

limited number of assays. 

Prior to the 1994 drilling, it was thought that the copper-gold 

mineralization in the Upper Main Zone was confined to a NW- 

striking, SW-dipping layer of mostly K-feldspar-altered rock. It 

was implied that the Lower Main Zone was similar, but, in addition, 

was cut by several faults. The 1994 drilling indicated that the 
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Upper Main Zone extends much deeper than was previously thought, 

and this was confirmed by the 1995, 1996 and 1997 drilling 

programs. 

Less is known about the mineralization on the other optioned 

properties. The Dorothy property has been explored using geological, 

geophysical and geochemical surveys, but only six diamond drill 

holes had been drilled prior to 1997. These had moderate success. 

The Steelhead property was explored earlier by Cyprus Exploration 

using geochemistry and airborne and ground geophysics, but the 

property has not been drilled. 
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THE 1997 PROGRAM 

The 1997 program consisted of two parts: a diamond drilling 

program and a geochemical survey. 

(1) The 1997 Diamond Drilling Program 

In order to define in more detail the higher grade copper- and 

gold-bearing portions of the Upper Main and Bishop zones and to 

begin testing the Dorothy property, a diamond drilling program 

consisting of eight holes totalling 1146.34 m was carried out. All 

the holes required helicopter support, so a helicopter-portable drill, 

similar to a J.K. Smit 300, was used. The contractor was Falcon 

Drilling Ltd. of Prince George, B.C. 

The core was logged and split, and the samples were shipped to 

Acme Analytical Laboratories Ltd. where they were dried, weighed 

and analysed for copper and other elements by ICP and for gold by 

fire assay with an ICP finish (Appendix 3). The core is stored at the 

Duckling Camp (Figure 3). 

THE 1997 DIAMOND DRILL RESULTS 

Bishor, Zone 

DDH L96-44 was deepened from 237.7 m to 292.0 m because it 

had bottomed in a copper-bearing zone and it was decided to 

investigate the eastern and downward extension of the zone (Figure 

5). The zone continued in the hole to 259.1 m. 

DDH L97-46 was drilled to test the southern extension of 

intersections in DDH L96-44. Nothing of economic interest was 

encountered. 
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DDH L97-47 was drilled to test and extend copper 

mineralization intersected by DDH L95-5. Mineralization averaging 

1.24% Cu was intersected from 12.2 m to 27.4 m (15.2 m), and lower 

grade mineralization averaging 0.38% Cu to 76.2 m (48.8 m). A 

deeper intersection from 116.5 m 137.2 m (20.7 m) averaged 0.48% 

Cu, and is probably an extension of the Cu mineralization intersected 

by DDH l-95-36. 

Bobinette Claim 

DDH 97-48 was drilled in the area of the AT0 showing. It was 

in a dark grey, medium-grained diorite throughout its length. From 

21.3 m to 61.0 m (39.7 m) it intersected 0.22% Cu, and from 115.8 m 

to 126.3 m it intersected 0.426 % Cu. 

Dorothy Prooerty (Figure 6) 

Four diamond drill holes were drilled on the Dorothy property 

in order to extend the area of copper mineralization seen in earlier 

drill holes and rock samples and to test the mineralization for gold. 

DDH 097-I was drilled starting on a mineralized outcrop and 

directed toward a mineralized intersection in DDH 1949-D2. Diorite 

assaying 0.34% Cu across 2.9 m was intersected at bedrock, but 

nothing else of economic interest was encountered. 

DDH D97-2 was drilled northward from the same setup as DDH 

D97-1. It intersected 5.0 m of 0.62% Cu at bedrock. 

DDH D97-3 was drilled to test the northward extension of a 

copper intersection in DDH 1949-Di. From 128.7 m to 145.3 m 

(16.6m) the core averaged 0.36O/o Cu. 
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DDH D 97-4 was drilled to test beneath outcrops with 

anomalous contents of copper and gold. From 61.0 m to 70.1 m (9.1 

m) the core averaged 0.30% Cu and 0.005 oz/ton Au. 

(2) The 1997 Geochemical Survev (Figure 3; Appendices 1 and 3) 

In 1996, sampling of seepage sediments and talus fines 

conducted over the western third of the Jajay Ring was successful 

in detecting all the known major and minor copper-mineralized 

occurrences in the tested area. In addition, significant new 

mineralization was indicated in the vicinity of Steele Creek. The 

1997 geochemical survey was designed to continue to test the metal 

content of the copper anomaly in the vicinity of Steele Creek and to 

extend the talus fines and seepage sediment sample traverses to 

cover the Pal and Dorothy claims in the southwest part of the Jajay 

Project area (Appendix 1). 

In the Steele Creek area, infill sampling confirmed the 

presence of the hydromorphic and mechanical (talus) copper 

anomalies. One hydromorphic anomaly is more than 600 m long. It 

indicates the presence of significant amounts of buried 

mineralization. 

In the Dorothy area, the talus fines samples form three 

distinct anomalous zones with elevated Cu, Au and MO at and 

downhill from the known copper occurrences. In addition, a new 

hydromorphic anomaly more than 500 m long was discovered one km 

south of the Dorothy occurrences. 

The results of the geochemistry are described in detail in a report 

by John Gravel (Appendix 1). 
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COSTS OF THE 1997 PROGRAM 

Mincord Exploration Consultants were contracted to locate the 

proposed diamond drill holes on the ground, to construct any 

necessary drill platforms and drillsites, to supervise the drilling 

and to log the drill core and to support the geochemical program. 

The diamond drilling program of 10 holes totaling 1146.34 m cost 

$229,755 including direct drilling costs of $80,550 and helicopter 

costs of $63,200. The geochemical program cost a total of $70,342. 

This included helicopter costs of $20,350. A detailed breakdown of 

the costs and time distribution is attached as Appendix 4. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Drilling on the Bishop Zone has demonstrated that the Cu 

mineralization is very intense near the southeastern boundary of the 

Lorraine property with some sections averaging above 1% Cu. 

(2) Additional drilling must be done on the Bishop Zone before 

reserves can be calculated. 

(3) Intensely anomalous, copper-bearing seepage sediments 

and talus fines occur on the Steelehead and Dorothy properties and 

elsewhere on the Jajay project area. 

(4) The geochemical program still covers only part of the Jajay 

property in any detail. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

(1) All the available diamond drilling data should be correlated 

on plans and sections. This study should include the Lower Main 

Zone. 

(2) A drill program should be designed to extend the Upper Main 

and Bishop zones and to test the best parts of the Lower Main Zone. 

(3) The geochemical survey should be completed over the 

remainder of the Jajay property 

(4) A program to measure the extent and thickness of the 

mineralized talus below the Upper Main Zone should be designed. 
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SUMMARY 

A follow-up program of reconnaissance talus fines and seepage sediment sampling was conducted 
over Lysander’s Jajay project area during August and September, 1997. Samples, collected in 
parallel traverses, test for mechanical and hydromorphic dispersion trains derived from 
outcropping, buried or blind deposits. Sampling conducted in 1996 over the western third of the 
claims proved effective in defining all of the known major and minor occurrences (Richardson and 
Gravel, 1997). In addition, significant new mineralization in the vicinity of Steele Creek is 
indicated by mechanical (talus fines) and hydromorphic (seepage sediments) Cu anomalies. 
Geochemical exploration objectives for 1997 were 1) to verify and characterize the Cu anomaly 
near Steele Creek and 2) to extend the talus fines and seepage sediment sample traverses to cover 
the PAL and DOROTHY claims in the southeast quadrant of the Jajay project area. In total, 190 
seepage sediment and 307 talus fines samples were collected. 

Infdl sampling confirmed the hydromorphic and mechanical Cu anomalies in the Steele Creek 
area. A 600+ metre long hydromorphic Cu f Ag anomaly lies along the base of the south face of 
the ridge on the STEELEHEAD 1 claim. Sampling of talus fines and close inspection of bedrock 
above the seepage anomaly did not reveal outcropping mineralization. Talus and seepage samples 
collected on the north face of the ridge confirm the presence of outcropping Cu mineralization. 
The Steele Creek anomaly is a target for buried mineralization of significant size. 

The Dorothy occurrences are characterized in talus fines samples by elevated Cu (up to 2841 
ppm), Au (up to 646 ppb) and MO (up to 556 ppm) with weaker Ag and As anomalies forming 
three distinct zones. Seepage sediment anomalies immediately below these occurrences are 
smaller and of lower concentration than the talus fmes anomalies. P and Ca form halos 
surrounding the zone of mineralization. 



A new hydromorphic anomaly was discovered 1 km south of the Dorothy occurrences. Highly 
anomalous 0.1 (up to 2048 ppm) and Ag (up to 1048 ppb) describe a SOO+ metre long zone. 
Mineralization is not present at surface as indicated by background values in talus fines. 
Anomalous Ca and P in talus fines also suggest buried mineralization. Like the Steele Creek 
Anomaly, the South Dorothy Anomaly indicates the potential for buried mineralization of 
significant size. 

Mineralization is indicated on the east side of the PAL 10 claim and characterized by anomalous 
Cu and Co in talus fines and seepage samples. Weak Cu anomalies on the west side of the PAL 
10 claim suggests the potential for mineralization. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The Steele Creek Anomaly should be evaluated by geophysical surveys then drill tested. 

2. The South Dorothy Anomaly should be evaluated by geophysical surveys then drill tested. 

3. Talus fines and seepage sediment sampling should be expanded to cover all untested areas of 
the Jajay project. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1996, Lysander Gold Corporation initiated a reconnaissance geochemical program of talus 
fines and seepage sediment sampling to evaluate the potential for additional mineralization in the 
Jajay Project area similar to the Lorraine Cu-Au deposits (Richardson and Gravel, 1977). The 
Lower Main, Upper Main, Bishop, E&land, Weber and North Cirque deposits comprise high 
grade Cu (1 to 3%) and Au (0.23 to 0.50 gm/t) in potassically altered intrusive rocks of the 
Duckling Creek Syenite Complex, an alkaline phase of the Hogem Batholith in northwestern 
British Columbia. As described by Richardson and Gravel (1977), geochemical anomalies 
identified all known major and minor mineral occurrences. Several prospective sites without 
known Cu and Au occurrences were also identified, including significant Cu anomalies in the 
headwaters of Steele Creek. 

In 1997, additional talus fines and seepage sediment sampling expanded the sampled area to cover 
the DOROTHY and PAL claims in the southeastern quadrant of the project area. The Steele 
Creek anomalies in the northwest quadrant were revisited to verify and collect infill samples. A 
total of 307 talus fines and 190 seepage sediment samples were collected in August and 
September, 1997. 

Hoffman (1977) developed the method of talus fines sampling for reconnaissance surveying in 
mountainous terrain. Ideally, anomalies detected in talus fines lie immediately downslope of 
mineralized bedrock outcropping or underlying the talus fan above the sample site. Seepages are 
sites of upwelling ground water that potentially can carry dissolved and complexed metals derived 
from mineral deposits lying within the catchment area. Sampling talus fines and seepage 



sediments along parallel contour traverses optimizes the chance of detecting mechanical and 
hydromorphic anomalies from blind or buried deposits. Initial sampling focused on the Dorothy 
deposits in order to establish a characteristic geochemical signature. The following report 
evaluates the results of this survey. 

METHODS 

Sampling 

Two man crews were trained to recognize, document and sample talus fines and seepage 
sediments. Samples of talus fines are collected at sites spaced 100 metres apart along a line that 
traverses the lower third of the talus fan. This material is believed to be compositionally 
representative of bedrock upslope of the site. The sampler excavates talus blocks by shovel and 
hand, typically to a depth of 30 to 100 cm, then collects a sufficient quantity of fines (OS to 1 kg) 
that had accumulated by downward percolating surface waters. At overgrown talus fan sites, the 
sampler digs below the B soil horizon to collect talus fines unmodified by soil forming processes. 
Seepage samples are collected at 100 metre intervals along a traverse that follows the break-in- 
slope typically found below the talus fan. Site selection focuses on active springs. Where active 
springs are absent, areas of recent spring activity or abundant hydrophilic vegetation are chosen. 
The sampler augers to a depth of between 20 to 100 cm to recover 0.5 to 1 kg of seepage 
sediment that is free of organic matter. Ideally the material is gray to brownish gray, indicating 
minimal oxidation. 

Site observations regarding location, sample texture and colour, depth of sampling, slope angle 
and direction and evidence of mineralization are noted on field forms. Florescent orange painted 
Wooden pickets, painted fluorescent orange and bearing the site coordinates and sample number, 
mark the sample locations. 

Analvsis 

Samples were analysed at Acme Analytical Laboratories Ltd. of Vancouver, British Columbia. 
The author and Acme cooperatively developed an analytical method for seepage sediments that 
optimizes anomaly contrast using the Mn and Fe hydroxide-specific hydroxylamine hydrochloride 
leach (Chao, 1984) coupled with a state-of-the-art ultrasonic nebulizer ICP. Samples are sieved 
to -20 mesh then a 50 gm split is leached in 200 mL of hydroxylamine hydrochloride for 1 hour. 
An aliquot of the solution is analyzed directly by inductively coupled plasma emission 
spectroscopy (ICP) to determine the lithophile and siderophile elements (Al, B, Ba, Ca, Co, Cr, 
Fe, K, La, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, P, Sr, Th, Ti, U, V and W) present in labile form. A second aliquot is 
extracted using an organic solution of MIE3K and Aliquat 336 and analysed by ultrasonic nebuliier 
ICP to determine the chalcophile elements (Ag, As, Au, Bi, Cd, Cu, Ga, Hg, MO, Pb, Sb, Se, Te, 
Tl and Zn). Au was not determined from these solutions on the assumption that the leach would 
be ineffective. Hydroxylamine hydrochloride readily digests secondary oxides and hydroxides of 
iron and manganese that scavenge metal ions mobilized by groundwater. Although absolute 
concentrations are lower compared to hot acid digestions, anomaly to background contrast is 
greater. 

Talus samples were sieved to -80 mesh. A 0.5 gm split of the finer fraction is digested in aqua 
regia (3: I HCI to HNOx) at 9YC for 1 hour. The solution is analyzed directly by ICP to 



determine Ag, Al, As, Au, B, Ba, Bi, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, La, Mg, Mn, MO, Na, Ni, P, Pb, 
Sb, 9, Th, Ti, U, V, W and Zn. A second 10 gm split is ignited and digested in aqua regia. The 
solution is extracted using MIBK to recover Au that is determined by graphite furnace atomic 
absorption spectroscopy. 

Data Presentation 

Results for each element are spatially presented as a dot plot wherein dot sizes are scaled to seven 
concentration intervals. These intervals are the 50’, 68’, 80”, 90*, 95”, 97.5’ and greater than 
97.5 percentile concentrations. Although this is a coarse means of dividing the data, it has 
proven effective in a multi-element evaluation for attributing geochemical features to 
mineralization, lithology or background variation. Media type are indicated by dot shape wherein 
round dots represent seepage sediment sites and diamonds indicate talus fines sites. North arrows 
indicate UTM north. 

DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS 

Steele Creek Area (Figures 1 to 4) 

Cu: Seepage sediment samples collected adjacent to the upper reaches of Steele Creek near the 
boundary between the Steelehead 1 and 2 claims contain up to 855 ppm Cu. This 
corroborates a value of 1277 ppm Cu detected in a seepage sediment sample collected in 
1996, and helps to define an anomalous zone that is approximately 600 metres long. Talus 
fines collected 200 metres up slope display background to weakly anomalous Cu 
concentrations. However, a stream sediment sample collected along the talus tines traverse 
contains moderately anomalous Cu (120 ppm). Up to 3309 ppm Cu was detected in infill 
talus fines samples collected on the north face of the ridge above Steele Creek, confirming a 
1996 sampling result of 5003 ppm Cu. Seepage sediments immediately downslope of the 
anomalous talus contain background to weakly anomalous concentrations. 

Au: Gold concentrations of infdl talus fines samples confirm the 1996 sampling results which 
have values consistently less than 40 ppb. 

Ag: Inftll seepage sediment samples along the upper reaches of Steele Creek report up to 1015 
ppb Ag, and are in sharp contrast to the weakly anomalous values detected in the 1996 
sampling. Moderately anomalous silver is noted in the talus fines sample (1.5 ppm) and the 
stream sediment sample (120 ppb) collected immediately up slope from the seepage 
sediment anomaly. Anomalous Ag concentrations are noted in two seepage sediment 
samples (678 and 744 ppb) immediately below the anomalous talus fines samples (up to 2.5 
ppm) collected on the north face of the ridge above Steele Creek. 

Dorothy Area (Figures 1A to 18A) 

Au: Talus fines collected in the vicinity of the known Dorothy occurrences report anomalous Au 
concentrations of up to 646 ppb and a mean anomalous value of approximately 100 ppb 
(Fig. IA). Anomalous values define three zones confined to the lower (westernmost) road 
traverse. Weakly anomalous Au is noted in talus along the upper road traverse above the 



northernmost of the three lower zones. Elsewhere, Au concentrations are generally less 
than 10 ppb. Isolated, single sample Au anomalies are seen immediately south of the 
Dorothy mineralization and at the southern tip of a ridge on the eastern side of PAL 10 
claim. 

Ag: Silver (Fig 2A) concentrations in talus fines collected over the Dorothy occurrences define a 
similar (although more restricted) anomaly pattern relative to Au. Maximum concentration 
is 1.7 ppm. Anomalous Ag occurs in seepage sediment immediately downslope from the 
occurrences with values up to 697 ppb Ag and a pattern that emulates the talus fines 
anomalies upslope. A 600 metre long Ag anomaly in seepage sediment is found 
approximately 1 kilometre south of the Dorothy occurrences. Maximum concentration is 
1048 ppb. Talus fines sampled 100 metres upslope contain only background concentrations 
(CO.5 ppm). A cluster of threshold to weakly anomalous Ag concentrations in seepage 
sediment is seen encompassing a ridge in the northeast comer of the PAL 10 claim. 
Elsewhere, concentrations are generally low in both media. 

Cu: Copper (Fig. 3A) mimics Au, with highly anomalous concentrations (up to 2841 ppm) in 
talus fines defining three lower zones and a single upper zone over the Dorothy occurrences. 
Seepage sediment anomalies are restricted relative to talus anomalies, although 
concentrations can be highly anomalous (up to 2507 ppm). Cu seepage anomalies lay 
adjacent Ag anomalies in this area. Threshold to highly anomalous (up to 2176 ppm) Cu 
concentrations in seepage sediment define a broad anomaly south of the Dorothy 
occurrences, similar to Ag. As with Ag, talus fines samples immediately upslope from the 
seepage sediment anomalies contain only background to threshold Cu values. A cluster of 
moderately anomalous talus fines samples (up to 1876 ppm) are noted on DOROTHY 3 
approximately 1 km southeast of the Dorothy occurrences. A second cluster of anomalous 
talus fines samples (up to 2165 ppm) are noted along the ridge in the northeast comer of 
PAL IO. Threshold to weakly anomalous concentrations in talus fines are noted within the 
cirque on the west side of PAL 10 and along the north trending ridge on the east side of 
PAL 10. 

MO: Molybdenum (Fig. 4A) is highly anomalous (up to 556 ppm) in talus fines over the Dorothy 
occurrences, quite unlike talus over the Lorraine deposits that contain only marginal (< 20 
ppm) concentrations. As with Au, Ag and Cu, MO defines three zones in talus fines over the 
occurrences. Seepage sediment downslope from the occurrences contain restricted MO 
anomalies (up to 1.4 ppm) that most closely resemble the distribution of Cu. Unlike Cu and 
Ag in the south half of DOROTHY 3, MO is enriched in talus fines, but is at background 
concentrations within seepage sediment. Two anomalous seepage sediment samples (2.7 
and 2.8 ppm respectively) are noted immediately south of the Dorothy occurrences. 
Anomalous MO in talus fines (up to 25 ppm) is observed in the northeast comer of PAL 10 
coinciding with Cu and Ag anomalies. A weak seepage sediment anomaly lies within the 
cirque on the west side of PAL IO. 

I%, Zn, Cd: Lead (Fig. SA), Zn (Fig. 6A) and Cd (Fig. 7A) display vety low background 
concentrations in talus fines over the Dorothy occurrences. However, restricted anomalies 
are seen in seepage sediment downslope from the occurrences for Zn (up to 22 pm) and Cd 
(up to 0.32 ppm). Cd, Zn and Pb define coincident weak anomalies in seepage sediment 
that correspond to the strong Cu and Ag anomalies in the south half of DOROTHY 3. Cd, 
unlike the other elements, is also anomalous in talus fines (up to 0.6 ppm) collected 
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immediately upslope from the anomalous seepage samples. Anomalous Cd in seepage 
sediment encompasses a small ridge in the northeast corner of PAL 10 in a pattern 
resembling Ag. Anomalous Pb, Zn, and Cd elsewhere in the survey do not correspond to 
patterns displayed by Au, Ag, Cu or MO. 
Arsenic (Fig. 8A) in talus tines collected over the Dorothy occurrences defines three weak 
anomalies (up to 28 ppm). Seepage sediment immediately downslope from the occurrences 
contain only background concentrations. Both sample media display background 
concentrations over the south half of DOROTHY 3. Sporadic anomalies are noted in 
seepage sediment in the northeast corner of PAL 10 and in talus fines on the west side of 
PAL 10. A string of weakly enhanced talus fines samples are noted on PAL 4. 
Anomalous concentrations of Fe (Fig. IOA) in excess of 8 % in talus fines generally 
correspond to highly anomalous Cu concentrations over most of the survey area In 
addition, elevated Fe in seepage sediment (>0.68 “%) also correspond to anomalous Cu in 
this media with restricted anomalies noted below the Dorothy occurrences and in the south 
half of DOROTHY 3. 
Cobalt (Fig. 11A) displays background concentrations in talus fines over the Dorothy 
occurrences. However like Cd, Co is present in anomalous concentrations (up to 56 ppm) 
in seepage sediment downslope of the occurrences. A major cluster of seepage sediment 
and talus fines samples anomalous in Co (up to 855 ppm in the latter medium) highlight the 
ridge in the northeast corner of PAL 10. 
Phosphorus (Fig 12A) exhibits generally background concentrations in talus fines (except 
for a single highly anomalous sample containing 1.017 %) over the Dorothy occurrences. 
Anomalous concentrations in seepage sediment and talus tines bracket the occurrences to 
the north and south. Talus fines collected over the south half of DOROTHY 3 contain 
moderately anomalous P (up to 0.336 %). Similarly, moderately anomalous levels of P (up 
to 0.413 %) are noted in talus and seepage samples collected within the cirque on the west 
side of PAL 10. 
Aluminum (Fig. 13A) in talus fines collected over the Dorothy occurrences defines 
restricted anomalies (up to 5.60 %). Restricted weak anomalies are also noted in seepage 
sediment immediately downslope from the talus fines anomalies. Broad Al anomalies are 
seen in seepage sediment and talus fines samples collected from the PAL 10 claim area. 
Elsewhere, concentrations are at background levels. 
Calcium (Fig. 14A) is weakly anomalous in a few seepage sediment and talus fine samples 
collected over the Dorothy occurrences. A contiguous subtle anomaly is noted in talus and 
seepage sediment in the south half of DOROTHY 3. Broadly anomalous Ca is noted in the 
northeast corner ofPAL. 10 corresponding to anomalous Al, Co, Cd, Ag and sporadic Cu 
and Fe in one or both sample media. 
Potassium (Fig. 15A) in talus tines collected over the Dorothy occurrences is anomalous at 
only a single site (0.77 “%), Remaining samples of both media collected near the 
occurrences and to the south, uniformly display background concentrations. Elevated 
concentrations are noted in talus fines collected over PAL 4 and 9. 
Barium (Fig. 16A) is anomalous in a single talus fine sample collected over the Dorothy 
occurrences. Anomalies elsewhere in the survey area resemble the pattern defined by K. 
Strontium (Fig. 17A) generally follows the Ca anomaly pattern. 



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Steele Creek Anomaly 

Sampling conducted in 1997 confirmed the presence of anomalous Cu in seepage sediment in the 
headwaters of Steele Creek. The anomaly is believed to be truly hydromorphic in origin. 
Additional sampling of talus fines and examination of bedrock exposures did not define an 
outcropping source for the anomaly. It should be noted that the locations of the 1996 seepage 
samples as indicated by the sampling crew were incorrect. All anomalous samples lie north of 
Steele Creek, thus forming a continuous seepage anomaly approximately 600 metres long. Where 
Cu concentrations are highest in seepage sediment, the heavy forest cover gives way to a grass 
meadow that may be a kill zone. Ag displays a slightly different and broader dispersion pattern in 
seepage sediment and talus fines suggesting metal zonation. 

Dorothy Occurrences 

The Dorothy occurrences are characterized by high grade Cu f Au mineralization with anomalous 
amounts of Ag, MO and Fe (pyrite-chalcopyrite) and a minor amount of As P and Ca are present 
in anomalous amounts within the core of the mineralization, but othetwise form an outer halo. 
Aqua regia leachable Al is noted within the occurrence, possible due to alteration and 
solubilization by oxidizing sulphides. Low ground water pH leaching host rocks and precipitating 
elements in seepage sites may be responsible for seepage sediment anomalies that lack a 
counterpart in talus fines (eg. Co). 

South Dorothy Anomaly 

Hydromorphic dispersion of Cu and Ag from a buried or blind source is indicated in the south half 
of the DOROTHY 3 claim, and is herein referred to as the South Dorothy Anomaly. 
Concentrations of Cu in seepage sediment compare with values observed at the known major 
occurrences. The length, as defined by Ag and Cu, suggests that the buried mineralization is of a 
significant size. An outer halo of elevated P and Ca in talus fines appears to be present over the 
postulated occurrence. 

PAL 10 NE Anomaly (Figures 1B to 24B) 

Cu f Au mineralization of a slightly different character due to the presence of Co, is believed to 
lie within the northeast trending ridge in the northeast corner of PAL 10 claim. 

PAL 10 W Anomaly (Figures 1B to 24B) 

Moderately anomalous Cu, MO, As and P indicate a potential for mineralization on the west side 
of the PAL 10 claim block. 



CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Steele Creek hydromorphic anomaly indicates buried mineralization. 

2. The Dorothy occurrences are characterized by highly anomalous Cu with moderate amounts 
of Au and Ag. Unlike the Lorraine deposits, MO is present in highly anomalous 
concentrations, while As, Cd, Pb and Zn are weakly anomalous or absent. 

3. Significant buried mineralization similar in nature to the Dorothy occurrences is indicated at 
the South Dorothy Anomaly by the presence of hydromorphic anomalies for Cu and Ag. 

4. Cu f Co f Ag mineralization is present in the northeast corner of PAL 10 claim. The potential 
for mineralization is also noted on the west side of PAL 10 claim. 

5. Results from the 1996 and 1997 geochemical programs are highly encouraging with the 
discovery of at least two significant buried Cu occurrences. However, a large portion of the 
Jajay project area remains untested. A properly planned and funded geochemical program is 
needed to evaluate the remaining property. 
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8.W - IQ.1 1 Mwdium grained. greenishqey, biolite. chlarile syenite. Black 
2.4 mm BiOUle flakes comprise 10.20% of rock, wi!h 10.20% chlorite altered 
ma@ 80.80% mediumjlrained pink and Qrey k-spar. 

19.11-35.90 caarse grained pink syenlte. 85.95% feldspar, of which 

approxlmalely 5(1% is weakly clay altered giving cloudy cream colour versus 

pink-red colour Of unaltered k-spar. Biolile is approximately 5-I 0%. minor 
quartz 2.5% crystal intergrowth has bladed habil. Occasional fine grained 
disseminated blab of pyrite with a trace of chalcopyrite and chalcocite. 

Sulfide content overall low through secUon (~0.1%) 

359048.77 Medium grained. greenish-grey biolite chlorite syenile. 

Composed of 1525% black 2-6 mm biolite. 10.15% green chlorilw altered 

mafic. 3040% pink k-spar. 20-30% while feldspar with weak to moderate 
sericitic alteratlon. 5.10% quartz biotile locally inweases to 30%. NO albite 

twining on white feldspar to suggest plagioclase. Contact with coarse 
grained syenlle above is abrupt but several fingers (to 6 cm) of coa~e 
grained syenile occur in first m&e. 





r 

SYENITE 
62.60-68.60 fine grained. grey syenite in small infer& of medium grained 
pink syenile. Pyrite locally reaches 6%, average 2%,. Trace chalcopyrite 
all sulfide is fine grained disseminated. Cubic pyrite. about 0.6 mm in 

diamemr is common. Moderafely magnetic. 
68.60-69.37 coarse grained to mega-crystic pink syenite. Biolite books to 

Several cm. 

69.37-71.00 fine grained, pyritic. grey syenite. Pyrite approximately 2.5% 
71.00-74.63 coarse grained lo mega-crystic pink syenite. 
74.63-76.2 fine grained, pyritic grey cyenite. pyrite approximately 2.5% 
76.2-79.25 alternating bands of caarse grained pink syenite with fine grained 

pyritic. grey syenite. 

SIOTITE-CHLORITE-SYENITE. 79.25-90.30 m medium grained biotite. 
chlorite syenite in numerow small pawes and irregular fine dykes of pink k- 

spadsyenlte. Biolite rich. local variation to 40% 



_1 90.30-95.44 m Biotite-chlorite syenite wilh 3040% medium amined k.soar 1 

-A--~ _ giving a white/pink spotted appearance to core. Medium g&d biotit; 
reaches 15.25%. Fine grained interSlicial chlorite increases down through I 

~--LL 6ection at exposure of feldspar. 

R+= 
99 9 FELDSPATHIC SIOTITE CHLORITE PYROXENITE. Gradational contact 

~~-A~ 

wlh b~otttPChlorde syenile above. coarseqzined biolite in a mass of fine 

grainsd green chlorite and epidote. Medium grained white and pink k-spar 

I 

forms occaSional k-spar rich segregations but is often Iess Vlan 5% 1 

-Lag 
99.91 101.3 SYENITE -medium to coarse grained Pink to grey syenite wivl bands of 

-~ 
I 

biolte-chlorite pyroxenite. 

-~ 
101.3: -~ 154.5 FELDSPATIC SIOTITE-CHLORITE PYROXENITE. Medium 10 coarse 

grained feldspar (l&20%) and coarse grained biotite (15.25%) give a black 

and white spotlad appearance to core. Fine grained green chlorite is 

interstitial Lo feldspar and biotite is approximately 30.50% of rwk. Epidote 
rich zone between 130.80-131.58 m. Below 131.58 m chlorite increases to 

I 

50.60%. At 137.16 m there is a 4-6 cm k-spar dyke. Extensive. irregular. 
low angle sheering b&wee” 140.21 and 143.26 rr has leff blue colour and 

~ slicensidac on fracture surfaces. Also. sheering between 147.80 and 

- i ~__ 148.30. and 149.50 10 150.00 has slicensidec al 35 degrees to C.A. wi(b 
dark maroon coloured fracture coatings. Three 4-6 cm coarse grained k- 

~~_?_~- 
spar dykes cut core at 90 degrees 10 C.A. at 153.26. 153.37 and 153.55 m. 



FELDSPATIC SIOTITE-CHLORITE PYROXENITE contains approximately 

15-2056 pink feldspar 10 1 cm. average 5 mm. At 163.50 there is a fine to 
medium grained pale pink k-spar dyke. At 165.50 a 2 cm wide silicified 

fracture at 45 dqrees to C.A. lnter~al is weak to moderately magnetic. 
Maroon c&wed coatings with gypsum and fault gorge found on low angle 5 

10 degrees to C.A. inegular fracture at 173.0 m. There is some 
interfingering with pink syenlta aI bottom of interval. 

176.1~ i 18% PINK SYENITE - composed 0195% coarse-grained k-spar and 5% coarre 

I 
~~1 gmined biotile. Trace pyrite associated with mafics. 

I 



wangle inlrusive contact. 10% to GA. with coarse grained pink 

syenite below. Sample includes approximately 20% pink syenib. 

PINK SYENITE . coarse grained as above. Low angle sheared contac! 
below with biotiie-chlorite pymxenite. 

BIOTITE-CHLORITE PYROXENITE wkh sheared low angle lo C.A. contact 

with pink syenite below. 

PINK SYENITE - coarse grained with numerous chlorite rich partings. 

Contact with biotitechlorite pyroxenite below is sheared over 50 cm. 

Dicseminated, fine grained to medium grained blebs of pyrite common. 
perhaps averaging 0.5% over interval. 



GREY SYENITE -composed of 20.30% medium grained hypidiomorphic 

grey feldspar. 2040% coarse grained pink k-spar, s-IO% fine. 1-2 mm. 
biotite. 15.20% fineqained chlorite. Fine-grained epidote ranges from 

about 10%. occasional blebs of magnetite. 
X30-14.50 GREY SYENITE with grey k-spar clay altered. Cut by 8 cm wide 
come grained k-spar dyke at 8.40. Core tw broken for attitude. 

14.50-14.90 grey syenite will epidate cwcentrali~n locally reaching 10%. 
14.50-30.48. grey syenitewith chloritized maflc rich bands at 16.00 lo 16.50 

and 18.00 to 18.50 Fractures with limonite and malachite common, along 
wilh fracture canlrolled pyrite al 70-80 degrees Lo C.A. through inlewaI. 

Malachile especially noted for approximately 10 m&es below 15.24 m. 
Biolite grain-size incmases 10 5 mm by 24.00. Limonite fractures ~ornmon 

between 26.0 and 28.0 mat 45 degrees lo C.A. Malachite also staining 
mm118 fracture surfaces. Local epidole concentrations reach 5.10% between 

20 and 30 m. 



, --,-...-- 
~~ coarse grained and interstitial to pink k-spar. locally grey feldspar is very 

-7 
_ coarse. lo 3 cm. but still interstitial 10 biotile and pink s-spar. Fine-grained 

~~-- _ disseminated pyrite to 0.5% begins around 37.0 m and although patchy at 
~~.1_~ 

1 

~_ first, it continues downward. Trace chalcopyrite and bomite noted with 

q~ 
- Pyrite. BY 45 m SUlphide content gradually increases to 1% pyrite, 0.5 

~~_ chalcopyrite. 0.1% bornite. all as finely disseminated blebs. Bomite usually 
-A ~~_ assw;iated with epidote. By 60.0 m chalcopyrite and bornite have increased 

~_ lo 1.2% locally exceeding pyrite. Chalcopynte and bomite appear to have 
~~.. higher grades and a higher ratio to pyrite when found in grey syenlte with 

- ~~_ GO-1546 pink k-spar. Between 67.0-73 m the interstitial maflc content 
- ~_ mtrease~ to 25%. After 74 m pink k-spar increases both in % and grain- 
- ~_ size. Very coarse grained sections contain both interstitial blebs of pyrite 

_ and small cubic crystals of Pyrite. Percentage of pyrite increases with 
-~ _ ~~. percentage of coarse grained pink k-spar reaching 2.3% between 50.90 m 

along with lower grades and ratios of chalwpyrite and bornite to pydte. 
- MY 
-~ 

-foci- ~~ 

-~ *- 
-,_ 



101.70-104.00 PINK SYENITE coarse grained pink k-spar has increased 10 
60.80%. White k-spar is 5-10%. biotite 5.10% and locally chakopyrite 

reathe~ 5% 8s large blebs lo 1 cm. Interval includes several medium 
grained grey syenitic sections with chlorite-biotite content of 20-25%. 

104 .OO-111.01 Grey syenik? Rner greined (ban above wivl higher mafic 
content. grades through a 20 cm coarse-grained pink k-spar section to 
medium gained syenite. This interval has a much lower sulfide content than 

the grey ryenite above. Finer-grained sectlon from 104.00 10 approximately 
105.50 has C”biC pyrite crystals. Minor amounl of chalcopyriu, is fracture 

contmlled. 
‘II I .Ol-112.20 Pyritic syenite with cubic l-2 mm pyrite ~@a$. Trace 

chalcopyrlfs. 

FELDSPATHIC SIOTITE-CHLORITE PYROXENITE. Composition varies to 

grey medium grained syenite. Chlorite conten varies up to 40% with 

patches of disseminated chalcopyrlle and minor bwnite at 116.00 m. Last 1 
meter of inlerval is more heavily mineralized. minor pyrite. 0.5-I% 
chalcopyrite both as disseminated blebs and haclure controlled. 

GREY SYENITE 
116.70-124.48 Grey ryenile chalcopyrite ranges ,o 3%. averages 1.2%. 

chakopyrite~pyrile. 



124.48-125.54 While feldspar dyke will 1.2% disseminated blebr of pyrite 

plus tiny (0.1 mm) cubic pyrite. 
125.54-138.80 grey syenite, medium grained. chalcopyrite ranges up to 5%. 

amrages about 1-I .5%. Chalccqyitewyrite. Minor pyrite (SOS%) 
mineralization continues through coarsegrain& pink k-spar rich sections. 

Biollte and chlorite content locally varies up lo 30-40s. Fault confact al 
138.80 at 30 degrees to C.A. Slickensides at 20 degrees. Chlorite rich 
fracbrres at IO-20 degrees to CA at 138.20 m. Large chalcopyrite blebs Lo 1 

cm between 137.35 to 137.70 
138-60-161.54 Grey syenite. medium to coarse grainad. Chloritic 
shearlfractures at 140.30. ln~wal is weakly mineralized with 0.1% 

chalcopyrlle as disseminated blebs. 

End of Hole. 



DlORlTE . fine 10 medium grained dark grey diorite. 

9 14 -. 64 97 dlorlle containing 1-3 mm zoned white plaaioclase in a finer 
1 grained ground mass. Pervasive weak-moderate chl&te alteration with 

+i patchy epldote alteration. Low angle (approximately 10 degrees to C.A. 

_i~~ : 
i Fractures are commonly filled with chlorite and thin white calng (gypsum?) 

Epidote filled fractures (1-3 mm) commonly at 45.60 degrees Lo C.A. Pyrite 
ye i common on fracture faces (1040 degrees to CA.) with trace of chalcopyrite. 

--~: 
-!-~~~I 

Much of the core is broken and displays slickensides al 35 degrees to C.A. 
Tremolites noted on some surfaces. Epidote veining common al 18.5 and 

-~: 20.0 m. Pyrite with chalcopyrite common in low angle (5-15 degrees to 

I C.A.). Fractures between 20.0 and 23.5. Disseminated blabs of fine grained 
-. pytite extend 1-2 un from fractures. 1 mm fillings and low angle fracture 
+--~~~ coatings of pyrite and chalcopyrite are common and visible In each core 
:~--I box. Irregular stringers of pyrite and chalcopytite are cnmmon near 

-m: fractures. Minor amount of Chalco,,ydte noted bebveen 30.0 and 60.0 m. 



85.62.126.27 Fine grained. dark grey diorite. 1-2 mm feldspar shoot5 are 

common in top 112 m. Red medium grained syenite dyke at 86.50 m cuts 
core at 25 degrees Lo C.A. and contains pydtic diorite fragments. Between 
g4,g and 100.0 pyrite with lessor chalcopyrite noted in low angle (O-lo 

degrees to C.A.) fractures. Broken core and epldote common around 94.0 
At 109.52 there Is a 4 cm red syenite dyke which culs core at 60 degrees to 
C.A. t-2% disseminated fine grained pyrite and minor (~0.5%) chalcopyrite 

tommon in fractures between 105 and 118.80. From It 8.80 to 126.45 the 
core is sheared and broken into fine rubble with numerous fragments 
showing slickensides at approximately 20 degrees to C.A. Pervasive, 

moderate to intense chlorite alteration. &dote and tremolite coatings on 

fracture surfaces Conmmn. 

126.27-128.48 reddish-brown medium grained. syenite dyke. Contacts at a 

high angle to C.A. but breciated with chlorite matrix and syenite fragments. 

Contains xme disseminated 1 mm cubic pyrite and fracture coatings of 



I I I I I 

I” ,“,, / 

~~ 128.48-138.68 Fine grained, dark-grey. chtoritic diorite. Core competent to 

~ 132. then broken to 135.5. Pyrite will minor chalcopyrite common as bath 
~ disseminations and fractured surfaces, generally at 45.60 degrees to C.A. 
~ Moderate to intense epidote alternation begins at 134.0 and continues (0 

~ 138.68 giving rock the appearance of a greenstone. Disseminated and 
~ fracture controlled pyrite has increased to 3%. chalcopydte remains at about 

~ 11.5%. At 136.65. an Bcm wide vuggy quart2 vein with chlorite fillings cuts 
~ tore at 85 degrees to C.A. Epidote allared interval is moderate to strongly 

~ magnetic. 



5.87-8.73 Blocky ground 5111811 bits of leucralic medium grained diorite, 
some fine grained mottled pyroxenite with 0.3% chalcopyrite, 1.5% 

pydte . probably largely boulders and subcrop. 

BIOTITE DIORITE wi!h minor pyroxenite. Pyroxenite grades 10 biolite rich 

diorite (medium grained). Dante contains mottled palches of plagiaclase 
and n&textured fine grained brown biotite with up to 10% fine grained 

disseminated chalcopyrite wilh minor bomite and 20% pyrile. Pyroxenite 
overall contains 0.5% chalmpyrite 1.2% pyrite. All sulfides are fine grained. 
c 1 mm, limonitic fraclures cut core al 30 degrees and 60 degrees 10 axis. 

Interval is moderately magnelic. Biotite rich diorite is composed of 25.35% 

approximately 0.5-l .O mm brown. Biotile. 40.50% 1 .O mm plagioclase 10. 
15% chlodte ac fine grained wispy p&her. 1.3% small spols of @dole 2% 
pyrite. 0.5% chabopyrite. Sulphides tend to be assacialed with biotile and 

epidote ~~01s. There is a gradual increase in feldspar and decrease in 
pyroxene down through inlerral. 



BlOTlTE DlORlTE Fine to medium grained diorite contains 20-30% fine 

grained netwOrks and stringers of brown biocite. Pervasive, weak 10 
moderate chlorite alteralion. Weakly magnetic. Fine grained disseminaled 

pyrite with a vaca of chalcopyrite. 

MONZONITE line grained. light grey intrusive of probable intermedia@ 

composition. Fine grained dark grey spots and bands conlain up to 5% 
disseminaled pyrite with trace chalcopyrite in several spots. Feldspar rich 

patches and bands to 1 cm thick are a, 60 degrees to CA. 

27.20-27.87 bands of biotite diorile varying ~0 pyroxenite over several 10’s of 
cm. Contains 0.5% pyrite and a Irace ofchakopyrite. 

DIORITE . medium grained. dark grey intrusive. Quartz poor mostly 
plagioclase (zoned) 1-2 mm idiomorphic crystals. Minor chIorite alteralion 

of mafia Contains approximately 0.5% fine grained cubit disseminated 
pyrite and a trace of chalcopyrite. 

12,208 23.14: 

i21209~ 27.20 

~i21210; 27.87 



pyn e c~mrmn in 

.spar e plagiodase + 

coloured. quartz poor, intermediate intrusive. Non-magnetic. 20 cm dioritic 

section al 45.62. Thin l-4 mm gypsum fracture fillings cross cut core al 

41.93 and 46.70 at IO-20 degrees to C.A. Gypsum vein at 41.43 m includes 
a chalcopyrite s&age. At 46.70 m. pyrite i6 common in gypsum. Pyrite and 

r VARWNG TO DlORlTE 41.4747.50 - monzodiorite, grey 

trace of chalcopyrite are associated wlvl small epidote spots near 46.70 m. 
47.50-54.86 monrodiorile. Small 1-3 m patches and stretches of dak.grey 
fine grained mafics are mineralized in pyrile and chalcopyrite. Biotite. chlorite 
and epidote alteration of these pakhes is common. bul not pervasive. At 

53.46 mafic rich biotite altered section 10 cm long contains 2% 
thalmpyrile, 4% pyrite, all very 6ne grained and disseminafed. 



tart Date: September 15, 19971 

:ompletion: -51 
/ 

61.M)a31.12 - fine to medium grained monzodiorite. Section between 71 .O to 

74.62< “,. _ ..~._. .._- ,,,,.,-.““““-,,.“.,._ 
crystals along ML! minor pyrite. chalcopyrite and bornile. 

egged By: J. Page 

81.12~32.30~ Five k-spar dyhes 14 cm wide cut monzodiodte at SO-SO 
I 

degrees to C.A. and contain UP 10 1% pyrite, 0.5% chalcopyrite, trace 
bomite. 



chalcopyrite in numerous hairline fractures and associated disseminations. 

91.84-92.37 - toam grained syenite dyke contains extensive patches of 

epidote with 4% pyrite and 0.5% chalcopyrite. 

C.A. Composition if locally dioritic. Hairline fractures and fine 

disseminations of pytite and a trace of chalcopydte are very common. No 





-~ L 
--“.I- *8’ MONZOtilORITE . fine grained leucocratic monzodiorite becoming 
-~ ALES melanocratic with depth 

- 9.14-10.60 -Light grey cnloured. lnferval below 10.60 m gradually becomes 
___ darker u)Iour. Fractures at 1045 degrees to C.A. are commonly 

mineralized with 1 mm blebs of pyrite. Random. small (approximalely 5 mm) 

L!:lj ~124.3 
epldote Spots with pyrite are common. lnterva is moderately magnelic. 

I DIORITE Medium grained with local leucratic and melanocmtic sections, 

Variable bul pervasive chlorite alteration. 

28.09.35.72 -Medium grained, green crowded diprile porphyry with 24 mm 

~ PlagiKlase in fine-grained blolilechlorile mahix. At 34.70 there is a coarse 
grained 6 cm wide patch of monzonite. 

~ 35.72.37.00 -Medium grained diorite 

-~~~ I-- 37.00-38.25 Leucratic diorite. Weak to moderae magnetism. Pyrite noted 
on fract”reS al 70 degrees to CA 

- in--- 38.25.50.30 Medium grained diorite. 

__~ 50.30.59.32 LeuCratiC diorite Pyrite common on chlorite-epidote fractures. 
- generally orientated at 30-60 degrees to C.A. 

-~ 



eptember17.19971 
September 29.1997 

blebs and disswminations of 1% pyrite with 
with epidote rich spots. Local concentmtio 

70.10-86.13 - Fine grained grey diodte, dark greenish-gmy maflc spots are 

Common. I-2% wispy disseminations and fracture fillings of pyrite with trace 
chalcopyrite decreases through interval to approximately 0.5% pyrite and a 

vace of chalcopyrite. 

SE 13 91.44 - - medium gramed. hght grey diorite. largely unaltered. Pyrite 
noted on some fracture surfaces Pink k-spar veining common between 
89.92-91.44. Weaklv maonetic. 
91.44-124.32 -Medium dark grey. medium-fine grained dlorite with frequent 

Pink k-spar Veining. At 112.90 k-spar encloses breccia fragments of diorite, 
-~~ Lag contain UP 10 sewal percent Pyrite. Dlorite locally develops 8 



- 

rider Gold Corwxati 

MONZODIORITEVARYING TO DIORITE. 124.32-127.10 Mo,nrodio,ite (fine 
grained) light to medium grey wid- frequent local varlalions to diorite. white 

feldspar veining is frequent with no dominant orientation. 0.25% pyrite and 
kacas of chalcopyrite are found 8s fracture fillings or as blebs with white 

feldspar veins. 



~~~- COnterM YMBS frOm 5-6096, average 20.30% pyrite a5 disseminated blebc 

=k 11 

~~ and stringers averages 3.5%, chalcopyrite 1%. mederate to strongly 

magnetic. Trace molybdenum. 
MONZODIORITE TO DIORITE fine grained. light to medium grey c&wad 

21~~ ;~ 

145.3 “3! monzodiorite. Small (23 mm) cream-coloured hypidiomorphic plagioclass 

~ phenacwsts along with green chlorite matrix giver a spotted appearance to 
~ core. Weakly magnetic. Compositional variallon from monzodiorite to dlorlte 

gives banded impresslon. Overall composition averages monzodiorile. 
Sulphide mineralization begins lo pick up about 153 m and reaches a peak 

=I 

between 155 and 155.50 m (2% pyrite with 1% chalcopyrite), and gradually 
decreases to 157.75 m. Around 154.95 m chalcopyrite reaches 2.3% over 

20-30 cm. Feldspar Yeinlets at 30-60 degrees to C.A. are common between 
156.45 to 157.45 m. Darker section of diorite contains 3% pyrite. 0.25% 

~~~ chalcopyrite. 

I~- ~ 
+- io85 DilO,RlTE . Fine 10 medium grained dark grey wlvl occa5ionaI leucratic 

__~ - sectlons. Thin while feldspar dykes. Cross-cut care at random orientation. 
d ~_ Pink k-spar dykes up to 6 cm thick. cut at 70-90 degrees to CA occasional 

*-- 
spots of epidote COntain flne grained pyrite and chalcopydte. Some low 
angle frmlures conlain 1 mm thick pyrite fillings. Epidote spots containing 

A pyrite with a trace of chalwpyriteare common between 

~~~-k~ _~_.-~ 
~r~~~~- 



At 193.40 a 10 cm thick pink k-spar dyke cut6 al 35 degrees to 

t 2-1 EIOTITE DIORITE -dark. fine grained diorite with weak to moderate biotite 
alteration. Locally pyrite reaches 3%. chalwpyrite 1%. ~wall pyrite 
averages 2%. chalwpytite 0.25-0.5%. Weakly magnetic. Sulphide 

mineralization is as thin wispy disseminations which conform LO weakly 
developed fabric at 50 degrees to core axis. 

OlORlTE as above. Between 211.43 and 212.0 there are SeYeral pink k- 
spar veins up to 4 cm thick at 60 degrees ID C.A. with associated coarse 

gained mon*onite patches. 

BlOTlTE DORITE. melanocratic medium Qrained, biotite with moderate 

biotile alteration giving a braided, net-like t&lure around 3.6 mm cream- 

coloured plagioclase phenocrysts disseminated fine grainad pyrite locally 
reaches 6% with 1% chalcopyrite. Average over intewal is much lower. 

ap~mxmately 1% pyrite, 0.25% chalcopyrite weakly magnetic. 



~Lqged By: .J. Page- 1 
--L 



3ASING (30’) 

JIORITE with local biotite rich %&ions. 

3.15-15.24 -medium grainad diorile. medium-grey coloured. Tiny pyrite 
Yebs disseminated through section. Weak magnetism. 
15.24-36.03 Diorite with local variations to monzodiorite. overall Leucocmlic 

wim late. cross-cufling 0.5 mm chlorile filled fractures carry minor pyres, 4 

mm bleached envelopes around fractures ar 30-45 degrees to C.A. Non- 
magnetic. At 35.00 m a pink k-spar dyke 8 cm thick, carries minor 
disseminated pyrite. A I O-1 5 cm k-spar replacemenl zone is found on either 

side of the dyke. Pervasive chlorite alteration ofdiodte. Late, 1 mm, white 
(gypsum?) crossaIling veins are common. most at approximately 30 
degrees lo C.A. 

36.03-39.32 Fine grained. dark-grey diorite. 
39.3246.74 Diodte fine-grained pyrite gradually increases down through 

section. Pyrite is disseminated in thin layers along a moderately well 
developed fabric al 46 degrees lo C.A. and trace chalcopyrke possible trace 

bomite (or tarnish on pyrite) overall 1% pyrite. 
46.7449.44 Biotkediorite. Fine grained. medium-dark brown biotile akered 

diorke. Several low angle fractures are filled with pink k-spar and epidole 
with minor disseminated pyrite. Late fractures. 30.45 degrees to C.A. 
contain 1-2 mm thick calcilw. Al 47.84 m Vlere is 2 cm 01 gauge in fracture 



mm calcite filled fracture a, 75 degrees to C.A. 

66.38-72.17 -Fine grained. diorile varying to monzoonite. Cream coloured 

feldspar section a, 68.4048.70 conlains partly assimilated diorite fragments 
which contain fine grained disseminated pyrite. 

72.17-l 18.75. Alternating layers of medium-grey 10 dark grey diarite. 
Mediumgray SeCtiOnS are generally finer grained tian darker setlion~. 
Patchy fine gmined disseminated pyd0 with minor ChalcDpyrite and trace 

bornite. is associaled With epidote ~~0,s. Weak bio,i,e alteration is found at 
99.10 m along wilh numerous annealed bleached fractures a, 10.~0 

degrees to C.A. Coarse blebs of chalmpyrite am found with warn and 
brown k-spar segregations a, 107.36 m. Epidole filled fractures are common 
at 3045 degrees lo C.A.. 



118.75-120.79 Diorite shot Lhrough with irregular feldspar dykees and 

SegregatiOnS. Weak chlorite-epidote-serltite alteration minor disseminated 
:bs of pyrite. 
:0.79-132.28.Medium fine grained dark grey diorite. 10.15% biotite 

patchy disseminated pyrite and trace chalcopyrite usually associated with 
epidote spats. Fault gauge at 130.40 m. 

132.28-134.11 Medium grained diorite with biotile knots giving spotted 
appearance.Chlorite alteration is pervasive. 

134.11.182.88 Medium grained to fine grained dark gray diorite. patchy fine 
grained disseminated pyrite common. Lower part of inlwval has alternating 
medium IO dark grey coloured sections over 1-2 m. Thin, 1 mm wide 
gypsum filled fractures at 30-S degrees to CA. common in 185120 m of 
interval. 



Start-Date: September 26. ,997 
Completion: September 22. 1997 
hmnw. 1 

Property: Lorraine (Dorothy) ~1 
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APPENDIX 4 

COST STATEMENT AND TIME DISTRIBUTION 



COST STATEMENT 
Date 

-~__-~~ 
JPC.GC.MM.DW.JA 

$0 

+i 

50 
50 

$450 
$4Ja~-~ 

JPC. JPa.DW’ 

Page 1 



/ o1 

$50 
$50, 

51,893 
$1.8931~ 

$35. 

$47. --- 
$760 / 

$15.240 

6750 

- --r 

6,300’ 
Oi 
01 

$EC-- .- .-- ..~. $15.207 
_- -- 

1001 
1001 

$2.050 i $227,775’ I 

$SOl~-; $1.4801 $2&255! 
$50 ~ $275 $229.536 

I $225 ~$if!9.?i5! 
$60,550 $2,250; $1.550’ j $229,755/ 
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#l ;JPC-(JP Charbonneau). GC-(George Charbonneau). MM-(Mike Mustard), DW-(Del Webb), JA-(Jeremy Anderson)each at $225 day 
,FL-Francois Larocque $235,JPg-(Jay Page), EC-(Eric Craigie), BM-yl Morton), 

~~r~~~--- , , , ._~_~~ ~~~~~ ~~,~~~~ 

ay costs) 

t I I 

i 
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t- JA- Jeremy Anderson $2251 
-.. Jel Webb $225 

JG- John Gravel 
BM- Bill Morton $450 








